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CHALLENGE

Due to the economic downturn, a large number of companies have either postponed or 
completely eliminated the “scheduled” painting of the interior and exterior of their sites. In 
better economic times, companies would repaint their sites on a scheduled basis to ensure 
that the surfaces were protected and their “brand image” was maintained. With this level of 
consistent painting, the quality of the paint was not as important because it was redone every 
few years. As store maintenance budgets have been downsized, many retailers are now 
faced with the challenges of protecting and beautifying their sites, extending the time frame 
between recoats and keeping within their budget constraints.

BEST PRACTICE IMPLEMENTED

The most effective solution is to increase the quality of the paint. Higher quality paints 
provide superior coverage, better color retention and increased clean-ability. In any 
painting project, the labor cost of preparing the surface and applying the paint is the largest 
component of the overall expense. The relatively small increase in paint costs are more 
than offset by the extended service life higher quality paint provides.

RESULTS OF THE BEST PRACTICE

Benefits derived from this change are:

• Extended protection from weather and UV damage for exterior exposures.
• Ability to clean and scrub the interior surfaces between recoat projects.
• Thicker Dried Film Thickness (D.F.T.) to protect the surfaces with the same amount of coats.
• Increased color and sheen retention.
• Better coverage with fewer coats.
• The extended life cycle of the paint protects the substrate longer, eliminating costly 

preparation to repair damage in the next recoat project.

VERIFICATION OF EFFICIENCY AND/OR SAVINGS CAPTURED

By implementing the practice of using premium paint products, you will see an increase 
of 10-15 percent in material costs. However, with an extended life cycle of three or more 
years, it will provide an overall investment savings of 20-25 percent per year.

Ferrandino & Son, Inc. is a national leader in facility and exterior maintenance services.
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